Beloved
I have summarized a letter of the Red Queen inviting all kins to practice yhe codes with more awareness
in a time window of 144 days that started on march 23, anniversary of the death of Josè Arguelles, and
beginning of the seed wavespell, kin 144, we are now in, and closes on august 14, kin 28 Yellow Lunar
Star
avani
"Kin 144, Solar Moon 17 (March 23, 2014) marks the 3 year anniversary of the passing of Jose
Arguelles/Valum Votan.
This day, Kin 144 (23 March) initiates an accelerated 144-day window of time that culminates on
Magnetic Moon 20, Kin 28 (14 August). This is a time to exert in lifting our minds beyond what we have
known them to be and openly embrace and aspire completely to the cosmic nature of our reality. This
means rising above doubts, fear programs and daily dramas to stay tuned to the vast Galactic Motion
picture that is unveiling itself in the most mysterious ways.
All fear programs are 12:60 generated, and once spawned, tend very swiftly to be assumed as second
nature. Once a fear program is accepted as second nature, a type of sensory shutdown occurs within the
organism. When the fear programs become collective belief systems, then an unconscious playing out of
previously unresolved histories takes over. —Valum Votan
Kin 164, Yellow Galactic Seed (26, July, 2013) marked Ground Zero commencing a new galactic beam
and new 104,000-year galactic spiral density wave. This new beam is a high energy plasma frequency
beam. It is telepathically loaded with a new knowledge base for our planet and has been synchronized to
the psi field of the Earth and to Earth’s resonant frequency.
We are currently in a 4-year process of holographic alignment: From the inception of the new galactic
beam (2013) to the flowering of the beam as Universal Awareness in the Crystal Seed year. (Note:
Telektonon prophecy of Pacal Votan was complete on Crystal Seed in In the First Year of Prophecy, Kin
144)
Planetary Unfoldment
On the Absolute level, all is in perfect order—but at the Relative level humanity appears to be in a
perilous state.These 144 days will be a deeply transformational time, both on planetary and personal
levels, as we close out this Yellow Galactic Seed Year and enter the Red Solar Moon Year
This current 260-day Galactic Spin began on Self-Existing Moon 14 (October 31, 2013), Kin 1: Red
Magnetic Dragon.
This was Samhain (or Beltane in Southern hemisphere), and also the Mayan Day of the Dead. The psi
chrono unit for this day was Red Cosmic Serpent, Kin 65, the cosmic presence of Maldek and the
culmination of Wavespell 13: Skywalker/Martian prophecy wavespell.
The dynamics of the current 260-day spin can be likened to a beautiful lotus flower which can only grow
in mud. The Dragon wavespell represents new birth while transmuting the subtle psi energy of the karmic
residue of the destroyed planets that is now being filtered through the light of the new beam. Though on
the surface things can appear muddy, a whole-system rebirth is well underway. Remembering that
diamonds are formed from the blackest of earth undergoing tremendous pressure.

Navigating our sails according to the synchronic codes, we are given daily instructions on how to guide
Timeship Earth to divert and dissolve the faulty analphs that resulted in the collision and dissolution of
other world systems.

Within the 144-day cycle there are 11 full wavespells + 1 day.
13 x 11 + 1 = 144
Get a journal to document your 144-day synchronic journey. Start with the practices that you know and
build from there.
Map your “time” using the 13-day wavespell cycle. So on the first day of every wavespell you set your
intention and then go through the 13-day process.
The 20 wavespells constitute the five castles of time which makes up the genealogy of Timeship Earth,
the fourth/fifth-dimensional body of the biosphere of planet Earth.
Each wavespell is integrally linked in its sequence to a‘story’ which can be called myth or history. This
script is actually an interplanetary catalog of possibilities for the creation of either heaven or hell.
Our unified practice accelerates the realization of the collective unified mind of the Earth (noosphere).
The ultimate purpose of practicing these codes is to establish a telepathic network on Earth, based on a
new science that demonstrates the capacity of the human mind to interact with the Earth’s electromagnetic
field.

